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Resumen

In this paper we study the impact of innovation activities on employ-
ment. We develop an empirical strategy based on Jaumandreu (2003) which
accounts for differences between product and process innovations. Using
microdata at a firm level for the period 1998-2001, we found that product
innovations affect positively and significantly employment levels in Chile.
On the other hand there is no evidence to suggest that process innova-
tions significantly affects employment after controlling for investment and
sectorial patterns. These findings are of extremely interest in the current
discussion about technological innovation policy in Chile.
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1. Introduction

Innovation and employment are normally seen as substitutes. From an intu-

itive point of view improvements in productivity, obtained through an innovative

process, will tend to diminish the demand of all productive factors for a given

level of output which may affect employment negatively.

But this is only the first step. We also may think that increases on productiv-

ity could diminish production costs and under a competitive environment, these

savings should be reflected on prices. Depending on the elasticity of the demand,

total output may increase, affecting this time the employment in a positive way.

When doing a more exhaustive analysis of the relation between innovation and

employment we should separate short term from long term effects, distinguishing

between types of employment and types of innovation.

The impact of the innovative process in the long term is clearly non negative.

During centuries, the industrial development has forced people to work for pro-

ducing goods that in the past did not exist. Employment has not only grown but

also it has diversified. At the same time the consumption of all economic sectors

has increased as a compensation to the work effort. Nevertheless in the short

term, when misalignments are taking place in the efficient allocation of factors

and before the presence of information asymmetries, the effects of innovation on

employment may go in both senses and differ between companies,industries, and

even between countries.

The importance of this microeconomic analysis is that it allows us to obtain

the percentage variations of the labor hiring in firms caused by the fact of having
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carried out some process or product innovations. This study tries to empirically

evaluate the change on employment caused by innovations implemented in the

manufacturing sector between 1998 to 2001.

The methodology used in this paper constitutes an ideal model to analyze the

effects of innovation on employment at a firm level. An important characteristic

of this approach is that it allows us to relate the change on employment in terms

of the sales growth generated by new products and on the gains in productivity

attributable to process innovations.

Results suggest that although improvements in productivity diminish em-

ployment, the increase in the total sales amount works like a compensation effect

being the total effect positive. On the other hand product innovations only in-

crease output and employment, if we asume that innovated goods are not merely

substitutes of previous goods. We have not found evidence that allows us to affirm

that process innovations affect significantly the firm’s labour demand.

The rest of the document is structured as follows: Section 2 contains some

conceptual considerations and previous empirical findings. Part 3 contains the

specification of the model, in addition it exposes the use of instrumental variables.

Part 4 includes the description of the data. In section 5 we present main results

and section 6 concludes.
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2. Innovation and Employment

2.1. Conceptual approach

It has been, in a significant way, the invention of new products and process-

es what has taken the richest countries to its level of present consumption and

well-being. And it is through the same way that developing countries like Chile

must look for the sustaintability of their growth, at the moment dependant on

the export of an exhaustible and probably replaceable natural resources.

Financial resources assigned by the companies to the development of innova-

tion activities are frequently insufficient due to the existence of market failures.

One of these has to do with the character of public good that may have the results

of some specific investigations. Also information asymmetries in the technological

markets exist. At the same time lack of experience and the high risk associated

with R&D projects can take a company to optimally under invest in innovation

activities.In addition, the credit market hardly finances an investigation project

whose results are too uncertain to an attainable interest rate.

One of the most important aspects determining public and private effort in

R&D is the impact of the innovative processes on the economic cycle and par-

ticularly on employment. Since finally all the economic agents involved and their

incentives are those that take a company to decide its investment in R&D, it is

necessary to analyze the consequences that may have for these the products and

process innovations.

Process innovations can reduce the amount of resources required for a given

level of output, releasing resources to be used in other sectors. If the process in-
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novations allow to increase the productivity of a firm, it is expectable that this

can maintain a same level of output using a smaller amount of factors and minor

costs. The effect on the firm’s labour demand depends on the current production

technology and thus the substitutability between input factors, as well as on the

direction of the technological change.

In this way, process innovations can destroy jobs diminishing the required

amount of employment for a given output level. The magnitude of this effect will

depend on if a particular process innovation is labour or capital augmenting.

On the other hand, compensation effects exist when the factors productivity

increase is transferred to the final good prices, increasing the innovative firm’s

demand and output. This effect will depend on the magnitude of the diminution

in the price, on the firm’s demand price elasticity and on the competition of the

market. While greater it is the competition, greater it will be the crossing of the

diminution of costs to the prices. This mechanism can take to an increase on

the firms’demand and thus process innovations can get to have a net effect on

employment that is uncertain and must be studied.

At a macroeconomic level this effect can be reinforced by a greater activity

in the inputs market that the innovating company uses for its production. When

increasing the production of a firm that has made a certain process innovation,

will positively increase the firm’s input demand. This will stimulate the labour

demand of the supplier companies. On the other hand, the competing compa-

nies that do not manage to reach the technological change required to reduce

their costs will tend to disappear of the market, being generated an employment

diminution.
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In the model used i this study we observe the companies that remain in the

market. We do not observe the companies that enter or exit the market causing

important changes on employment and whose entrance or exit can be the result

of innovation processes.

This study aims to find the existing relation at level of firms between inno-

vation and employment. It is important to emphasize that this microeconomic

analysis cannot be used to obtain the added impact of innovation on employment

by means of multiplying the effect by the number of firms in the market.

Since this analysis is at a firm level, the sales growth due to innovation process-

es cannot be separated between market expansion and changes on its composition.

If the sales growth generated by innovation processes had to do with changes in

the market composition and not with a net expansion of the market, the added

impact of innovation on employment would be minor than the effect at the firm

level.

When a firm introduces a new product to the market, it will generate an

increase on the firms’demand. This effect on the demand of the firm must be

separated in two parts. On the one hand there is the expansion of the market

generated by the new product. On the other hand, a change in the composition

of the market in favor of the innovating company can exist. The magnitude of

the expansion of the sales and its permanence in the time will also depend on

the delay of the competitors’reaction and on the competition level of the market.1

1For a detailed explanation on this point see Garcia et al (2002)
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Additional effects exist on employment when introducing a new product if

there is a substitutability degree between the new product and the old products.

In this case labour demand for the production of the old good will diminish and

the total effect on employment is again uncertain.

Product innovations also can have an effect on productivity, the impact of

these effects on employment will depend on the proportions of capital and work

used in the production of new products.

2.2. Previous empirical findings

From the empirical works that discuss the existing firm-level relation between

innovation and employment it is possible to distinguish between two main sub-

jects. The first is the impact of technological change in the total amount of em-

ployment at the firm level, and the second is the impact of the technological

change on the structure of the employment, distinguishing between jobs with

different levels of specialization.

2.2.1. The impact of the technological change in the total amount of

employment

Alonso-Borrego and Collado (2001) consider the effects of innovation on em-

ployment in Spain. The model consists of a two steps procedure that considers

the fact that companies endogenously choose a change in employment that can

be positive, negative or equal to zero, in which the selection mechanism is an

ordered probit. Their results show that companies that innovate create more jobs

and destroy less than those which do not innovate and the degree of innovative

effort generates a positive impact on employment generation.
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García, Jaumandreu and Rodriguez (2002) develop and consider a model with

the effects of innovative activities on the labor hiring of the companies in Spain

using the survey ESEE, a firm level panel survey of Spanish manufacturing start-

ing in 1990. They find that the potential compensation effect is greater than the

displacement effect of employment generated by product innovation not only in

the short term but also in a long term horizon when competitors react. Their re-

sults find that product innovation duplicates the effects of employment expansion

by cost unit but that the behavior of the agents can reduce this impact severely.

Piva and Vivarelli (2003) study the impact of innovation on employment in

Italian companies in situations where intermediate technologies have been imple-

mented, mainly through the gross investment on innovation in the Italian man-

ufacturing industry. Between its results a positive, significant but small effect of

innovation on employment is found.

Jaumandreu (2003) develops and considers a model that relates employment

growth to process innovations and to the sales growth due to old and innovated

products using Spanish data of survey CIS3. He finds that process innovation

does not displace employment and that product innovation expands employment

with a gross unit elasticity with respect to innovative sales.

Peters (2004) made a study using the data of survey CIS3 for Germany. Her

results show that product innovations have a positive impact on employment.

The effect found is independent if innovated products correspond to new features

for the single market or only new to the firm. With respect to the effect of process

innovation in the manufacturing sector, the displacement effects surpass to the

compensation effects causing a negative impact on employment. Nevertheless in
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the services companies the process innovation does not have a significant impact.

Harrison, Jaumandreu, Mairesse and Peters (2005) study the impact of process

and product innovations on employment using the data of survey CIS3 for France,

Germany, Spain and the United Kingdom. Their results for the manufacturing

industry conclude that although process innovation tends to move employment,

compensation effects are more important. With respect to product innovation it

is associated with growth on employment.

2.2.2. The impact of the technological change on the on employment

structure

With respect to the impact of the innovation on the composition of employ-

ment Chennells and Van Reenen (1999) obtain a robust positive effect of tech-

nology on the abilities of the contracted employees, suggesting that technology

has, on average, a slant towards the hiring of more skilled employees. On the oth-

er hand their results show evidence of a positive correlation between wages and

innovation. Also they find that product innovations seem to elevate employment

growth, but do not obtain evidence of a robust effect of the process innovations

or R&D expenditure on employment.

Zwick (1999) concludes that innovation induces to the obsolescence of the

abilities and the investment in human capital becomes more necessary to greater

obsolescence of the old abilities.

According to the results found by Falk (1999) innovation of products that

are new for the market is on average most important to determine the growth

of its expected labor hiring. The effect of the incorporation of new product for
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the market on the expected growth of employment is greater for greater levels of

education of the workers.

Janz and Peters (2002) have concluded that the probability of making product

innovation increases with the size of the firm and with the human capital of its

workers. They also find that the success of innovation, measured by the innovated

product sales, increases with the effort of innovation and the proportion of workers

highly skilled.

3. The Model

The following model is widely based on the study of Harrison, Jaumandreu,

Mairesse and Peters (2005) developed and applied to a comparable sample of four

European countries, using the data of survey CIS3 of Innovation, in the European

Community. The model, that was firstly developed by Jaumandreu (2003) and it

was also used with some extensions by Peters (2004), allows us to separate some

of the effects of product and process innovation on employment at level of firms.

3.1. Basic concepts

This model is based on the idea of a firm with a production function according

to which it can produce two different products. The firm decides if it produces new

products or not during the reference period. In the beginning of the period the

firm produces products grouped in an added production called .old products"that

corresponds to the value of Y11. During the period of reference the firm can decide

to add new or significantly modified products to its production to commercialize

them in the market. These products, in ahead called "new products", are grouped

under the value of Y22.
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We suppose that the decision to innovate is previously determined with re-

spect to the decision of hiring for a period. If the decisions to innovate and to

contract were determined jointly we would may have an endogeneity situation.

The new products can replace the old ones if these are substitutes or can increase

their demand if they are complements. The change in the production of the old

products is denoted by ∆Y11. In addition, it is understood that the new product

output in the beginning of the period is equal to zero Y21 = 0 and the production

of the .old products.at the end of the reference period is denoted by Y12.

In order to produce different amounts of goods, it is assumed that firms must

weigh the conventional factors - work, capital and materials, in equal proportions

since the production function is linear-homogenous for these factors. By simplicity

we assume that work is an homogenous factor. Nevertheless a knowledge capital

exists that is a non rival factor for the productive processes and that leads to

specific efficiencies for each process.

Equations (1) and (2), for the production of the old product in the beginning

and at the end of the period, can be deduced after the three following state-

ments. (i) The knowledge proportionally increases the marginal productivity of

all conventional factors by means of an efficiency parameter Θ , for =1,2 (ii)

the efficiency in the productive process of old products can increase by ∆Θ1 ,

is to say due to process innovations, learning effects or exogenous technological

progress, and (iii) there are no economies of scale.

Y11 = Θ1·F (L11, K11,M11) (1)

Y11 + ∆Y11 = (Θ1 + ∆Θ1) · F (L11, ∆L11, K11, ∆K11,M11, ∆M11) (2)
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Now the production of the new product at the end of the period is given by (3):

Y22 = Θ2 · F (L22, K22,M22) (3)

where Θ represents efficiency, L, K and M represent work, capital and materials

respectively. The cost function of the firm can be described on equation (4).

C(ω1t, ω2t, Y1t, Y2t, Θ1t, Θ2t) = c(ω1t)
Y1t

Θ1t

+ (ω2t)
Y2t

Θ2t

+ F (4)

where c(ω) is the marginal cost (a function of prices of factors ω) and F is an

arbitrary and exogenous fixed cost. According to the Shephard’s Lemma, we have:

Lıt = cL(ωıt)
Yıt

Θıt

(5)

where cL(ωıt) represents the derivative of the marginal cost with respect to the

wage.

3.2. The employment equation

Employment growth during the period can be separated into employment

growth due to the production of the old product, and employment growth due to

the production of the new product in the following way (notice that L21 = 0).

∆L

L
=

L12 − L11

L11

+
L22

L11

(6)

We assume that the derivative of marginal cost with respect to the wage does not

change over the period, thus cL(ω11) = cL(ω12) = cL(ω1). This will be the case,

for example, if the relative prices are constant during the period. 2

2Notice that c(.) is homogenous of degree one and therefore cL(.) is homogenous of degree

zero.
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Using the results of the previous section we can write an approximated de-

composition of the employment growth in the following way

∆L

L
∼= −(

Θ12 −Θ11

Θ11

+
Y12 − Y11

Y11

+
cL(ω2)Θ11Y22

cL(ω1)Θ22Y11

) (7)

where we have used a linear approach to obtain the two first terms.

This expression says that employment growth is the result of (i) the change in

the efficiency of the production process of the old products (that affects negatively

the labour demand), (ii) the rate of change of the production for these products

(caused in certain degree by the new product, this effect would have to be nega-

tive if both products are substitutes and positive if they are complements), and

(iii) the output expansion attributable to new products (positive sign).

The increase on the efficiency of the old processes of production (Θ12−Θ11

Θ11
) is

expectable to be greater for the companies that introduce process innovations that

are related to the old product, although the efficiency of all the companies can

grow with time. If we assume that the derivative often marginal cost with respect

to the wage is equal for old and new products, that is to say, cL(ω1) = cL(ω2)
3,

then the effect of product innovation on employment growth depends on the dif-

ference on efficiency between the production processes of old and new products

(the ratio Θ11

Θ22
).

If the new products are produced in a more efficient way than old products

then this ratio will be less than unity and employment does not grow one by

one with the growth of the production due to new products. If the derivative

of the marginal cost with respect to the wage is greater for new products (if
3This will be the case if, for example, the relative prices of factors are equal for both products.

In fact it is quite probable that the relative prices of factors are equal for both products.
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cL(ω1) < cL(ω2)), then the considered ratio is slanted upwards, in other words

the increase of the associated efficiency in new products is underestimated.

Transforming our economic model into an econometric model we can see that

equation (8) suggests the following population relationship

` = α + y1 + βy2 + µ (8)

with

`: employment growth in the period

y1: real output growth due to old products

y2: real output growth due to new products

µ: random error with zero mean

α: (less) average efficiency growth in the production of the old product

β: new and old product relative efficiency

It is possible to extend the equation (8) and to arrive at expression (9) assum-

ing two things. In the first place that gains in efficiency are probably different

between process innovators and non process innovators. Secondly, assuming that

the process innovations only affect the production technology of old products.4

` = α0 + α1d + y1 + βy2 + µ (9)

with

`: employment growth rate

α0: (negative) average efficiency growth for non-process innovators

α1: average efficiency growth for process innovators

d: dummy variable indicating process innovations
4See Harrison et al (2005: 10) for a more exhaustive analysis of this point.
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y1: real output growth due to old products

y2: real output growth due to new products

µ: error term with E (u j d; y1; y2) = 0

In order to compare (8) or (9) with other specifications, it is necessary to

notice that (9) can simply be transformed into a productivity growth equation

by rearranging the terms of the equation as follows.

y1 + y2 − ` = −α0 − α1d + (1− β)y2 − µ (10)

This way, the output growth per worker positively depends on process innovations

and the expected sign for product innovation depends on the relative efficiency of

the new and old processes. If β is equal to one, the efficiency is the same one for

both processes and the new products do not affect the productivity per worker.

If β is minor to one, the new products are produced in a more efficient way, and

thus the output growth due to new products increases the productivity per worker.

The equations (8) and (9) contain rates of growth of the variables. A clear pos-

sibility that exists is that the error term contains shocks of productivity correlated

with the introduction of process or product innovations (for example investments,

reusability of idle capacity, organizational problems). Nevertheless, we will sup-

pose that in the long term there are no productivity growth determinants in the

error term that are correlated with process or products innovations. In any case,

we must consider that, if this last assumption is not truth, a positive correlation

between the introduction of innovations and not observed favorable shocks of

productivity would induce a negative slant in our estimations α1 and β. That is

to say, we would consider displacement effects of employment caused by process

and products innovations that would be too large.
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Equation (9) implies that even non process innovating companies can reach

gains in efficiency during the period, possibly due to exogenous technological

changes.

3.3. Adjustments to the model

If we assumed that all the variables of the right side of equation (9) are inde-

pendent of each other and with an error term which is distributed normal with

average 0, constant variance and not auto correlated, this equation could give us

unbiased and consistent estimators for the parameters of the model. Next we will

comment the necessary conditions for the fulfillment of these assumptions and we

will specify some corrections to the model exposed until this point.

In the first place, the variable y1 contains three different effects that cannot be

separated in absence of additional data: (i) the independent increase of demand

by old products of the firm, (ii) the compensation effects induced by possible

prices variations resulting from a process innovation, and (iii) the demand’s sub-

stitution effect resulting from the introduction of new products to the market.

Since we cannot separate these three effects, actually y1 simply will be reduced

to both sides of the equation, with which it will appear reduced from `.

In second term, under the assumption that the output growth due to the

introduction of new products (y2) is an observed variable, equation (9) shows

clearly the effect of the production of new goods on employment. A first problem

is that the real rate of growth of the sales of new products (y2) is a non observed

variable. In order to estimate equation (9) we must divide the observed nominal

growth of the firms sales into the growth of sales due to old products (g1) and

due to new products (g2). The non observability of the prices is common on pro-
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ductivity analysis, but it acquires special relevance in this case since we want to

separate the effects of productivity generated by old and new products, which can

be sold to different prices. If (g1) is the nominal sales growth and π1 is the rate of

increase of the prices of these products during the period, we can describe the ap-

proach g1 = y1+π1 where y1 is the not observed real sales growth of old products.

Now, if g2 is the nominal sales growth due to new products and π2 is the

change in the prices of new products with respect to the prices of old products,

then we can say that g2 = y2(1 + π2) = y2 + π2y2 where y2 is the unobserved real

sales growth due to new products.

Replacing g1 and g2 in equation (9) and rearranging the equation we have:

`− g1 = α0 + α1d + βg2 + ν (11)

where the new unobserved error term is ν = −π1 − βπ2y2 + µ. In case that π1

has an average different from zero the model will include −E(π1 in the intercept

and y −(π1 − E(π1) in the error term. We assumed that π2 has a zero mean

independent of y2, is to say 5 E(π2

y2
) = 0. Then E(π2y2) = 0 and π2y2 are not

correlated with y2(although more likely they are correlated).

In order to consider the parameters of the equation (11) we will have to face

three important problems. First, g2 is an endogenous variable, in the sense that

it is correlated with π2 which is part of the error term. We can try to solve this

problem using instrumental variables for g2 that are correlated with y2 but that

are not correlated with the change in the prices.
5The sales of new products will depend, among other things, negatively of the price of new

products, this is due to demands’price elasticity. In addition they will depend on the price of

old products due to the demands’crossed elasticities.
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The instrument that will be used is the degree of the firmsútilization of novel

inputs, as an origin of the innovation ideas.6 The variable taking the value zero if

the innovation idea does not have any relation with the use of novel inputs, and

takes values between 1 and 4 according to the level in which the firm declares to

have used novel inputs. Whereas the innovation activities could not be exogenous

with respect to employment growth, it is possible that the use of novel inputs as

an origin of innovation ideas is.

Secondly, the error term is including the variable π1 that represents the change

in the prices of old products, this way we cannot control by π1. This generates a

specification problem in the model. In this model we will use a price index system

π1∗7, calculated with a disaggregation of the industry, like a proxy for π1. Thus

we will use `− (g1 − π1∗) as a dependent variable what will leave −(π1 − π1∗) in

the error term. With this adjustment we will be able to identify the real average

productivity effect, but we will continue having an identification problem for the

companies that turn aside of the awaited behavior of fixation of prices. This is, if

the individual differences in the behavior of fixation of prices −(π1− π1∗) are, as
it is probable, related to the individual differences of growth of efficiencies, then

the problem of identification is only partially corrected.

It is important to emphasize that the growth rates g1 and g2 are not observed

directly but they are constructed from observations of the rate between new and

old products in the total sales at the end of the analyzed period, s, and from the

rate of growth of the total sales, g. Then g2 = s(1 + g) and g1 = g − s(1 + g).

6The correlation between this instrument and the instrumentalized variable is 0.24.
7This index has been obtained from the work by Benavente et al (2005)[5].
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Finally if we assume (i) that the exogenous technological changes are not re-

lated to the participation of the firm in some process innovation8 and (ii) that

they are not related either to the error term, the parameter α1 would show us the

average efficiency growth for all the innovating and non innovating companies,

and the parameter α1would give us the average growth of additional efficiency for

the companies that make process innovation.

8This is possible, for example, under the assumption that exogenous technological change

comes from outside of the companies as a set of shocks and that this is, on average, identical

for all the companies of an economy.
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4. Description of the Data

This study has been made with the data of the "3rd Survey of Technological

Innovation and Productivity in the Manufacturing, Mining and Power Indus-

try"made by the Chilean National Institute of Statistics. The survey collected

data on 560 firms in all the regions of Chile in 2001. Also the "National Survey

of the Manufacturing Industry.of years 1998 to 2001 has been used to obtain the

change in employment and productivity in the reference period.

In this section we summarize the most important characteristics of the data.

Table 1 shows the sales, employment and prices growth, for period 1998-2001 in

Chile. A distinction between product innovating companies, process innovating

companies and non innovating companies is made. It is distinguished between

companies that have introduced only process innovations and companies which

have introduced product innovations having or not also introduced process in-

novations. For simplicity, it has been preferred not to distinguish between those

companies that have introduced product and process innovations of which that

have introduced product innovations only. This is due to the characteristics of

the data which do not allow to observe if both types of innovation are determined

jointly.

Making the sum between process innovators only and product innovators, the

total percentage of companies that makes some type of innovation is obtained,

this cipher is equivalent to 82% of the 558 companies included in the sample.

In table 1 we can see that those companies that do not make innovation regis-

ter an average diminution on their hiring of personnel. The companies that make

only process innovation register an increase of 25% on their employment, whereas
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product innovators or product and process innovators register an average increase

on employment superior to 6%.

The total sales register an important average increase of 30% during the pe-

riod for the total of the sample. This increase is reduced to only a 9% for the

case of the non innovating companies, whereas for process innovators it is a 29%

and for product innovators a 34%.

The new and old product sales are considerably greater for the case of the

companies that make some type of innovation compared to which that have not

declared to innovate in their processes nor in their products.

In the case of the only process innovating companies, the sales of old prod-

ucts increases in average during period 1998-2001 in more than a 16%. On the

other hand, the new products sales growth for the product innovating companies

reaches a 29% average during the same period.

Finally table 1 shows us that the average prices change during the studied

period is near 17%. On the other hand we see that productivity increases much

more on innovating companies than on the non innovating companies. Whereas in

the companies that do not innovate the productivity increases on 2,6% average,

on only process innovators this number rises to 13,2% and on product innovators

to 7.7%.
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5. Results

In the first place, we have briefly reviewed the conditional relations that we

suppose exist between the variables from our theoretical model. Table 2 presents

an OLS estimation, where the dependent variable is the change in the total em-

ployment during the period. The independent variables are the total sales growth

fit by the prices increase, a dummy variable for .only process innovation", another

dummy for "product innovation", and the control variables.

The coefficient on real sales growth turns out to be very significant and in

addition its value is far below unity, reason why we can conclude that although

the increase on sales is positively correlated with employment, this increase is

associated to a growth of smaller magnitude on employment.

The coefficients of the variables .only process innovation.and "product innovation.are

nonsignificant, not being able to give empirical evidence with respect to their im-

pact on employment.

These results are little useful to define the displacement and compensation ef-

fects of the development of innovation tasks with respect to employment growth

at level of the companies. For this reason, next we will use the structure of our

theoretical model and also information on the participation of new and old prod-

ucts in the total sales.

5.1. Employment effects of product innovations

Table 3 displays the results of considering (8) after replacing y1 by g1 and

rearranging the equation. The dependent variable is the employment growth mi-
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nus the growth of the sales due to old products fit by a prices index of each

economic sector. Now, according to the model that we have specified, the value

of the constant is an estimation (with negative sign) of the average growth in

real productivity (in a 3 year period) on the production of the old goods, after

any compensation effect of the prices. The regressions have been controlled by

economic sector and the investment during the period like proportion of the total

income.

Panel A presents the results of the OLS regression. The coefficient that ac-

companies the variable "new product sales growthrepresents an estimation of the

relative efficiency between production of the new and old product. Since this val-

ue is far below unity and it turns out to be significant, we can conclude that the

new products are produced with smaller amount of work than old products, is to

say with a greater level of efficiency.

In panel B a 2 stages square minimums approach has been made. The vari-

able "new product sales growth"has been considered as an endogenous variable

and a single instrument has been used (the equation this exactly identified). The

appropriate instrument for this case is which that is related to the new products

sales but not to the prices changes of new products compared with old products.

The instrument used is the degree of usage on the part of the company of novel

inputs, as an origin of the innovation ideas9.

The variable takes value zero if the innovation idea does not have any relation

with the use of novel inputs, and takes values between 1 and 4 according to the

level in which the company declares to have used novel inputs as an origin to
9The correlation between this instrument and the instrumentalized variable is 0.24
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the innovation ideas. Whereas the innovation activities could not be exogenous

with respect to employment growth, it is possible that the usage of novel inputs

as an origin of innovation ideas is. We have tried to prove the true exogeneity of

the instrument by means of over identifying the restrictions on an over identified

specification in panel C.

The estimation of the coefficient "sales growth due to new products"is con-

siderably greater than the OLS estimation. This is consistent with a negative

slant due to not observed price changes on the OLS estimation. The considered

coefficient is even far below to one what allows us to think that the new goods are

produced with a greater level of efficiency than the old goods. From the constant

we can obtain an estimation of the average growth of the productivity (in a 3

year period) on the production of old goods and that is near to 0.8%.

We have proven the validity of the instrument by means of the usage of an

over identified model specification. The additional instruments that we have used

are the degree of impact of the innovation in the increase of the range of goods

produced by the company, the utilization of clients as source of information for

the innovation process, and permanent R&D engagement. This instruments have

a smaller correlation with the instrumentalized variable that the instrument used

in the previous regression. Nevertheless we have no reason to think that this

variables could be related to the change in the prices of new products compared

with old products. When doing the comparison between panels B and C we can

conclude that the estimation is robust to the inclusion of the new instrument,

throwing equally significant parameters.
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5.2. The effects of process innovation on employment

In table 4 the obtained results are transformed using the specification of the

model expressed in the equation (11). That is to say, also allowing that the pro-

cess innovation affects the growth of productivity and, therefore, it influences the

change of the employment. The dependant variable is employment growth minus

the growth of the sales due to old products fit by an index of prices of products.

Now, according to the model that we have specified, the value of the constant is

an estimation (with negative sign) of the average growth of the real productivity

(in a period of 3 years) on the production of the old goods, after any compensa-

tion effect of the prices. The regressions have been controlled by economic sector

and investment during the period as a proportion of the total income.

Panel A presents the OLS results. The value of the coefficient "new prod-

uct sales growthrepresents an estimation of the relative efficiency between the

new and old product output. Since this value is significant and smaller than one,

we can conclude that the new products are produced with smaller amount of

work than old products, is to say with a greater level of efficiency. On the other

hand, as the sign of this coefficient is positive we suppose that product innova-

tion positively affects the total amount of employees that a company hires. The

coefficient that accompanies the variable .only process innovation"is very small

and nonsignificant reason why it does not offer us any evidence about the impact

of process innovations on the level of hiring of the companies.

In panel B an estimation by instrumental variables has been made. The in-

strument used is the degree of use on the part of the company of novel inputs, as

an origin of the innovation ideas. The estimation of the coefficient "sales of new

products"is considerably greater than the estimation by OLS. This is consistent
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with a negative slant due to non observed prices changes in the estimation by

OLS. The considered coefficient is even far below to one, what allows us to think

that the new goods are produced with a greater level of efficiency than the old

goods. The coefficient that accompanies the variable .only process innovation"is

very small and nonsignificant reason why it does not offer us any evidence about

the impact of the process innovations on the level of hiring of the companies.

In panel C we have added an instrument to evaluate the validity of the speci-

fication of panel B. The additional instrument that we have used is the degree of

impact of the innovation in the increase of the range of goods produced by the

company. If well this instrument has a smaller correlation with the instrumental-

ized variable than the instrument used in the previous regression, it does not seem

to be any reason to think that this variable could be related to the change in the

prices of new products compared with old products. When doing the comparison

between panels B and C we can conclude that the estimation is robust to the

inclusion of the new instrument, throwing equally significant parameters.
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6. Concluding Remarks

This study has consisted in the accomplishment of a valuation of the impact

of the process and products innovations on the change of the total employment

at level of companies of Chile for period 1998-2001. For this effect the data of

"3rd Survey of Technological Innovation and Productivity in the Manufacturing,

Mining and Power Industry.and of the "National Survey of the Manufacturing

Industry.of years 1998 to 2001, made by the National Institute of Statistics, have

been used.

Within the main results of this study there is evidence to affirm that prod-

uct innovations positively and significantly affect the total amount of employees

demanded by the Chilean companies. The existing problems of endogeneity be-

cause of the non observability of the difference between the prices of old and new

products, have been corrected by means of the intrumentalization of the variable

"new products sales growth", obtaining significant and agreed parameters with

our theoretical model.

The value of the parameter calculated for this last variable, by means of the

use of instrumental variables, fluctuated between 0,52 and 0.54. This means that

although the sales increase of new products is positively correlated with employ-

ment growth, it is associated to a growth of smaller magnitude on employment.

We can conclude that new products are produced with smaller amount of work

than old products, it is to say, with a greater level of efficiency.

Secondly we have found evidence to maintain that productivity growth of the

companies including in the sample in a 3 year period is approximately a 0.8%.

This productivity increase negatively influences the existing ratio between em-
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ployment and output. Nevertheless the increase maintained in the sales of old

products of the companies has allowed the employment to grow, in spite of exist-

ing productivity growth in the companies.

When including process innovation in the model, we have not found evidence

that this affects somehow significantly the change on employment of the compa-

nies including in the sample.

The model developed by Jaumandreu (2003)[21] has constituted an important

contribution to the literature that studies innovation and the relation between

this and the evolution of employment of the innovating companies. Future inves-

tigations that are made could extend this model towards the analysis of different

types of employment (described and not described).
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Variable Definitions

Clients as source of information: Variable that takes value 0 if the company

informs that it has not used clients as a source of information for the inno-

vation process, and values from 1 to 4 according to the intensity of use of

clients as a source of information.

Permanent R&D engagement: Variable dummy that takes value 0 if the

company reports not to have R&D department and 1 in the opposite case.

Employment growth: empl2001−empl1998
empl1998

rate of change of total employment

of the company throughout the period.

Increase in the product range: Variable that takes value 0 if the company

reports that the effect of the innovation has been irrelevant for the range of

goods produced by the company; and values between 1 and 8 according to

the intensity in which the innovation has increased the range of products.

Novelty degree: variable that takes value zero if the innovation idea does

not have any relation with the use of novel inputs, and takes values between

1 and 4 according to the level in which the company declares to have used

novel inputs as an origin to the innovation ideas

Effort in R&D: rate between total cost in R&D and income.

Investment/Sales: proportion of the income inverted during the period.

Processes and products innovation: Dummy variable that takes value 1 if the

company reports to have introduced new or significantly improved products

and also to have introduced new or significantly improved processes during

the period; and it takes value 0 in another case. The innovation of design

and packing has been considered product innovation.
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Process innovation: Dummy variable that takes value 1 if the company re-

ports to have introduced new or significantly improved processes during the

period; and takes value 0 in another case. The innovation of the adminis-

trative management has been considered process innovation.

Only process innovation: Dummy variable that takes value 1 if the company

reports to have introduced new or significantly improved processes during

the period but no new or significantly improved products.

Growth of the sales: g = P22Y22+P12Y12−P11Y11

P11Y 11
Rate of growth of the total sales

during the period

Proportion of innovated products S = newproductsales
totalsales

Sales growth due to new products: g2 = s(1 + g)

Sales growth due to old products: g1 = g − s(1 + g)
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Cuadro 1: Process and product innovation, employment and sales 1998-2001

Nž of firms 558
Non-innovators (%) 17.74
Process only (%) 4.84
Product innovators* (%) 77.42

Employment growth (%)
All firms 5.6
Non-innovators -3.3
Process only 25.4
Product innovators* 6.3

Old product sales growth (%)
All firms 6.3
Non-innovators 5.7
Process only 16.2
Product innovators* 5.8

New product sales growth (%)
All firms 23.6
Non-innovators 3.8
Process only 12.7
Product innovators* 28.6

Productivity growth (%)
All firms 5.8
Non-innovators 2.6
Process only 13.2
Product innovators* 7.7

Prices growth (%)
Non-innovators 16.4
Process only 14.6
Product innovators* 17.7

* Includes only products innovators and both product and process innovators.
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Cuadro 2: Preliminary OLS regression
Dependant Variable: `

Variable Coef. Robust Std. Err. P>|t|
Sales Growth(g − π∗) .2008148 .0538789 0.000
Only process Inn. .2401199 .1989656 0.228
Product Inn .0552962 .054405 0.310
Constant .3207913 .340821 0.347

Cuadro 3: Innovation effects on employment
Dependant Variable: `− (g1 − π1∗)

Panel A: OLS Regression

Variable Coef. Robust Std. Err. P>|t|
New Product Sales Growth .3334921 .0888194 0.000
Constant -.8008641 .4199799 0.057

Panel B: IV Regression
Instrument used: novel inputs utilization as an origin of the innovation idea.

Variable Coef. Robust Std. Err. P>|t|
New Product Sales Growth .5271609 .1999712 0.009
Constant -.7817513 .4184707 0.062

Panel C: IV Regression
Instrument used: increased range, clients as source of information, permanent

R&D engagement.

Variable Coef. Robust Std. Err. P>|t|
New Product Sales Growth .5250649 .2018703 0.010
Constant -.7819582 .4181616 0.062
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Cuadro 4: The effects of process innovation on employment
Dependant Variable: `− (g1 − π1∗)

Panel A: OLS Regression

Variable Coef. Robust Std. Err. P>|t|
New Product Sales Growth .3345315 .088587 0.000
Only Process Innovation .0847377 .2326491 0.716
Constant -.8103339 .4119856 0.050

Panel B: IV Regression
Instrument used: novel inputs utilization as an origin of the innovation idea.

Variable Coef. Robust Std. Err. P>|t|
New Product Sales Growth .5451896 .191504 0.005
Only Process Innovation .0956653 .2310632 0.679
Constant -.7907789 .4114864 0.055

Panel C: IV Regression
Instrument used: novel inputs utilization as an origin of the innovation idea and

increased range.

Variable Coef. Robust Std. Err. P>|t|
New Product Sales Growth .5457267 .190111 0.004
Only Process Innovation .0956932 .2308574 0.679
Constant -.7907291 .4114105 0.055

All regressions have been controlled by investment and economic sector.
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